Supply chain leaders partner with Zaptic to **digitise operations** for frontline teams, **empowering workers** with the information and tools they need to drive **operational excellence**.

In today’s increasingly complex manufacturing landscape, a disconnected workforce has never been more of a risk and obstacle to competitiveness.

**Connect workers** to address critical challenges:

- **Productivity & Agility**
  Remove bottlenecks caused by information and knowledge gaps for existing and new processes.

- **Zero loss journey**
  Connect people with work processes to accelerate and scale manufacturing excellence.

- **Compliance**
  The right information at the right time to improve safety, sustainability and quality.

- **People**
  Attract, onboard and engage your future workforce with a modern, familiar, digital experience.

- **Digital transformation**
  No code approach accelerates digitisation without expensive changes to equipment & processes.

---

"**Zaptic is the app that our people actually want to use. It’s easy to implement and the service has been excellent**"

Carlos Zaramello, Senior Director Continuous Improvement at Carlsberg
Since 2015, we've collaborated with world class manufacturers to develop a leading connected worker platform and deployment model which accelerates and secures frontline adoption of continuous improvement work processes at scale.

**Digitise and drive adoption of daily work processes**
Digitise daily management systems with no code workflows, task and issue management.

**Capture and Curate a Knowledge Base**
Access to work instructions, OPLs and historical resolutions.

**Implement Skill Development**
On the job learning and skill matrices

- **Key daily management systems digitised at 12 plants in 12 months.**
- **200% Faster Issue Resolutions**
- **50% Improved Adherence to Standard Work**

Get started with DMS templates or create and customise your own with no code:
- Clean, Inspect & Lubrication (CILs)
- Defect Handling
- Centrelines
- On-line Quality Management
- Behaviour & EHS Observations
- Changeovers
- Leader standard work
- And much more

A user experience for operators, on a platform built for enterprise scale:
- Offline working
- Multi-platform (iOS, android, windows)
- Integrations with core systems (ERP, CMMS, MES etc)
- Enterprise secure
- Highly scalable cost model
- Multi-language support

www.zaptic.com